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Uncertainties are generally classified as either aleatory or epistemic. Aleatory uncertainties are those attributed to random variation, either naturally or through manufacturing processes. Epistemic uncertainties are generally attributed to a lack of knowledge. One type of epistemic uncertainty is called model-form uncertainty. The term model-form means that among the choices to be made during a design process within an analysis, there are different forms of the analysis process, which each give different results for the same configuration at the same flight conditions. Examples of model-form uncertainties include the grid density, grid type, and solver type used within a computational fluid dynamics code, or the choice of the number and type of model elements within a structures analysis. The objectives of this work are to identify and quantify a representative set of model-form uncertainties and to make this information available to designers through an interactive knowledge base (KB). The KB can then be used during probabilistic design sessions, so as to enable the possible reduction of uncertainties in the design process through resource investment. An extensive literature search has been conducted to identify and quantify typical model-form uncertainties present within aerospace design. An initial attempt has been made to assemble the results of this literature search into a searchable KB, usable in real time during probabilistic design sessions. A concept of operations and the basic structure of a model-form uncertainty KB are described. Key operations within the KB are illustrated. Current limitations in the KB, and possible workarounds are explained.

Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARMD</td>
<td>Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDF</td>
<td>Cumulative Distribution Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFD</td>
<td>Computational Fluid Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB</td>
<td>Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPW</td>
<td>Drag Prediction Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDF</td>
<td>Empirical Distribution Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY</td>
<td>Fiscal Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB</td>
<td>Knowledge Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>Joint Photographic Experts Group, also JPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDAO</td>
<td>Multi-Disciplinary Analysis / Optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>Portable Document Format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>Systems Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL</td>
<td>Structured Query Language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I. Introduction

DURING fiscal year (FY) 2014, an effort was initiated within the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (ARMD), Fundamental Aeronautics Program, Aeronautical Sciences Project, Multi-Disciplinary Analysis / Optimization and Systems Analysis (MDAO & SA) Research Theme to investigate and quantify the effects of a particular class of uncertainties, known as model-form uncertainties, within aerospace design. The effort was continued during FY 2015 within the reorganized NASA ARMD, under the Transformative Aeronautics Concepts Program Transformational Tools & Technologies Project, Aeronautical Sciences Subproject, MDAO & SA Research Theme.
There are two general types of uncertainties: aleatory and epistemic. Aleatory uncertainties are usually due to random variations, such as the naturally occurring variation in material properties. Aleatory uncertainties might also be introduced through imperfect and variable manufacturing processes. These uncertainties are considered to be irreducible, meaning that expending resources here may better quantify the uncertainty, but will not eliminate the uncertainty. Epistemic uncertainties generally result from a lack of knowledge, or from approximations to the true physics behaviors, whether intended or not. Epistemic uncertainties are generally considered to be reducible, meaning that expending resources here will better quantify the uncertainty and may help to reduce the uncertainty.

One type of epistemic uncertainty is called model-form uncertainty. The term model-form uncertainty means that among the choices to be made within an analysis, there are different forms of the analysis process, which each give different results, for example, for the same configuration at the same flight conditions. Thus, uncertainty in the design results exists simply due to choices within the analysis process. Examples of model-form uncertainties include computational grid density, grid type, and solver type used within a computational fluid dynamics code, or the number and type of model elements within a finite element analysis. There may be better and worse disciplinary choices from the standpoint of technical accuracy, but the best choice for a particular application may instead be constrained by the project schedule and/or budget. That is to say, that the best way to get a system-level answer in some situations may not be the best combinations of disciplinary choices for the problem. Thus, some level of disciplinary approximation and uncertainty may be deemed acceptable so that the system analysis can be accomplished within a timely and cost-effective means. The impact of the various model-form uncertainties must be propagated through the design process to the system figures of merit. The issues, in this scenario, then become: 1) how best to quantify the uncertainty associated with the modeling choices that are made during the design process, 2) how best to allocate any resources that may be available for uncertainty reduction, and 3) determining how much input uncertainty may be tolerated within the scope of imposed response requirements.

The objectives of this work are to identify and quantify a representative set of model-form uncertainties and to make this information available to designers through an interactive knowledge base (KB) that can be used during probabilistic design sessions, so as to enable the reduction of uncertainties in the design process through resource investment. An extensive literature search has been conducted to identify and quantify typical model-form uncertainties present within aerospace design; this literature is briefly described herein, and discussed more fully in a companion document to this paper, the KB User Guide. An initial attempt has been made to assemble the results of this literature search into a searchable knowledge base using Microsoft Access. In this context, the term “knowledge base” follows the usage of Chudoba in which the elements of the knowledge base include a mixture of experience, values, contextual information and expert insight that provides a setting for evaluating and incorporating new experiences and information. Knowledge derives from information as information derives from data. Knowledge develops over time and assembles via certain key components, such as experience, truth, complexity, judgment, rules of thumb and intuition, values and beliefs. Thus, some of the key elements of model-form uncertainty knowledge base are:

1. Data sources (publications) and data items (text blocks, figures and tables from specific publications)
2. Contextual information
3. Referential information
4. A means to enable qualitative/quantitative comparisons, judgments, values and beliefs about the data and information
5. Rules of thumb derived from the data, information and experience
6. A means to date and update the data, information, experience and rules of thumb
7. Ability of users to rate the credibility of the content and to provide comments about out of date or incorrect information that can be changed or access removed.

The remainder of this paper illustrates how these elements have been brought together. First, a brief concept of operations is presented. Then, a description of a typical data item is presented. Then, the structure of the current database is described. Finally, some typical uses and limitations of the current knowledge base within an aerospace design session are illustrated. Workarounds to the limitations are suggested. Appendix A provides a brief example to show the importance of correctly categorizing epistemic uncertainties.
II. Concept of Operations

A brief concept of operations is now presented for the model-form uncertainty knowledge base; more information on this topic is presented in the accompanying User Guide\(^1\). At the highest level, a Microsoft Access database (DB) file consist of tables, queries, forms and reports. The tables are similar to those within Microsoft Excel\(^2\).

First, one can imagine different classes or levels of users that might interact with the knowledge base in different ways. Microsoft Access offers a natural way to classify users, by what permissions the users are granted: Read Only, Add New, or Edit. The Read Only permission simply allows users to utilize existing tables. The Add New permission also gives users the ability to create new records within existing tables. The Edit permission allows users to edit existing records in tables. All of these permissions can be enforced by macros, however, the permissions can be easily over-ridden. Any user could create their own new queries, forms, reports and macros. An additional means to restrict user permissions may be desirable; this can be accomplished through custom coding via Structured Query Language (SQL\(^9\)) or Visual Basic\(^10\), but such options were deemed to be beyond the scope of this effort.

If the KB is to be a community resource, a user should be required to request access to the KB through an administrator. The user would then be assigned certain permissions within the KB, depending upon their database (DB) skills and disciplinary needs. One might expect that a community of active, contributing KB users develops with common interests related to a wide variety model-form uncertainties, and that each KB user has an interest in continually improving the KB. Each KB user has specific needs or desires related to finding qualitative or quantitative information about particular model-form uncertainties; these needs and interests likely change over time.

A KB user has several ways to go about obtaining the qualitative or quantitative information about specific model-form uncertainties. They might search the KB for particular authors, publications or even author affiliations with which they are familiar that address the uncertainty of interest. More commonly, the user might simply search for any KB entries related to specific combinations of keywords. Having found some information on the topic of interest, they might refine their search to restrict the authors, publication dates or types of interest.

Additionally, the user might wish to consider only KB entries that have a certain average or minimum credibility rating, as assigned by other KB users. The KB user might review specific data items or data sources and find items upon which they would like to comment or rate the credibility. User supplied comments might take the form of suggested corrections that would require some disposition and possible arbitration by others, or they might simply provide additional insights about the applicability of the data items or data sources in certain situations. If an insufficient amount of information is found related to a particular search topic, the user may wish to add new data sources and/or data items to the KB for future use, or they may simply want to add additional keywords to items already in the KB to make them more readily accessible.

Having identified a group of data sources and data items that are applicable to a particular search topic, the KB user may wish to create a reference list suitable for incorporation into their own publications to document the uncertainty sources used for a specific design study. The KB user might also wish to perform additional processing of the data items found in the KB; for example, several data items might be combined through additional processing to develop rules of thumb for cost/benefit tradeoffs. The KB user may want to extract the uncertainty estimates from selected searches into Microsoft Excel or to make them available for other applications, including web pages. The two limitations just previously noted also affect these desirable and expected operations.

A user may have certain uncertainty requirements imposed externally on the system or disciplinary responses. For example, the program administration in a certain context might require that there be no more than 10% uncertainty in a particular response. The KB user then can investigate what uncertainty demands this requirement places upon the contributing disciplinary tools by iteratively employing information from the KB. For example, a user might discover that 20% uncertainty in a given set of discipline inputs results in 15% system level response uncertainty; if they then reduce the input uncertainty to 10%, they might find that the response uncertainty now meets the program-imposed 10% margin of uncertainty in the response. But that improvement in response uncertainty (from 20% for method A to 10% for method B) could only be achieved at a certain cost and with certain disciplinary tools and methods, which may or may not be acceptable to the program. The user is able to determine: 1) if any methods documented within the KB meet the programmatic requirement, and 2) the cost / benefit for achieving the desired response uncertainty.
The KB administrators might wish to collect and report user comments that require disposition or arbitration. Once action has been completed related to specific user comments, they may want a means to report back to user community the comment dispositions, and to make new public KB resources available to the user community.

III. Overview of the Knowledge Base Structure

As noted previously, a Microsoft Access DB file consist of tables, queries, forms and reports. The tables, as in Microsoft Excel, consist of columns and rows. The columns are the data fields and rows are the data elements. The data elements include data items, described in terms of referential, contextual and judgmental information. Referential information includes, for example, the author(s), publisher and publication date. Contextual information includes, for example, the data applicability and the process used to obtain the data. Judgmental information includes, for example, the correctness and credibility of the data. As described in the companion document to this paper, multiple data items can be combined to form rules of thumb about the cost benefit relationships for various possible resource investment choices that might be exercised to reduce the impact of model-form uncertainty within the design process (e.g., increased grid resolution in aerodynamics or higher fidelity propulsion models).

The queries, forms and reports provide an interactive means to use the KB. If properly constructed, these enable novices to use the database without interacting directly with the data tables. However, these queries, forms and reports must be developed and provided by database (and subject matter) experts ahead of time for novice users. Anticipating all the ways in which a person might wish to use the knowledge base may also be difficult. Macros and other custom coding programming techniques such as SQL or Visual Basic are also available to package a series of operations that might be handled by individual queries, forms and reports. In Access, the tables can be linked together to create relationships. Most relational databases employ this structure and also follow certain normalization rules about how the tables are constructed; these rules help to minimize the redundancy of information in the database and improve the maintainability of the database.

The current KB includes two types of tables: 1) those which include data items and their associated referential, contextual and judgmental information, and 2) those which describe the relationships between the various tables and the included information. Typically, the latter type of tables only include item numbers which enumerate the associations between two or more specific tables. The table and field names within the tables are intended to be self-explanatory, but brief additional comments are also generally provided within the table descriptions. The first field name for each table is generally an auto-number, primary key field, used to ensure that no two records in a table are identical; these fields are also used in the type 2 tables noted above to construct relationships between the various type 1 tables. The reader should note that if a record has been deleted from a table for any reason, the auto-number, primary key field for that record is forever lost, resulting in an out of sequence numbering for the remaining records. That is to say, if the table originally contained nine records and Record Number 4 was then deleted, the remaining records will be numbered as 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9; if a new record is later added, it will be auto-numbered as 10 and Record Number 4 will never be reused. This situation occurs in some of the tables.

The basic building block of the KB are data items and data sources. Currently, each data item is a hyperlink to an image (usually of the Joint Photographic Experts Group, JPEG, or more commonly, JPG, variety) of a text block, figure or table from a particular data source (publication). Alternatively, the data item could also be a hyperlink to a Microsoft Word or Excel file that contains the actual text, figure or table of data. Each data item is intended to provide qualitative or quantitative model-form uncertainty estimates for a particular dependent variable (response), such as total drag coefficient of an aircraft, or the lift coefficient of aircraft. The model-form uncertainty estimate may be a function of one or more factors (independent variables), such as Mach number, or grid size. Also, each data item may be relevant only in a certain context, such as subsonic, transonic or supersonic flight and for a particular type of aerospace vehicle (e.g., transport aircraft or rocket). Each of these nuances should be available to the KB user to specify as part of their search criterion. Each data item is linked through the KB to a specific data source. Currently, each data source is a hyperlink to a document, a Portable Document Format (PDF) file, containing the data item.

Each data source has a primary author (and perhaps secondary authors), a title, publisher, publication type, a publication date and a specific location in the source publication. The location of a given data item within a publication might be associated with a page, column, paragraph, figure number or table number. Each author might be associated with certain organizations, which may change over time as they move through their careers. The same
kind of material might be published at various times over numerous years and by different authors, each with specific data sets considered and perhaps different conclusions drawn as the body of knowledge about the subject matter increases.

Figure 1 attempts to capture the complex nature of the KB as it currently exists. The figure illustrates a network of nodes and links. Each of the nodes roughly corresponds to a table or set of tables in the KB and each of the links (arrows) correspond to the implied or actual relationships (associations) in the KB information, many of which should really be bi-directional. Consider the figure starting with the purple node labeled KB Users at the middle bottom of the figure. The KB Users have certain credentials (password) that can be authenticated enabling them certain predefined permissions (blue nodes). The KB Users interact directly with the data items and data sources (shown in the green nodes). The data items are associated with a particular response and perhaps one or more factors that may take on specific values (shown in the yellow nodes). Each data item is also associated with a unique data source that has certain information associated with it (all shown in orange nodes), such as the authors and their affiliations, the author order, the publication type and date and the applicability in terms of speed range and aerospace configurations. Also, each data item has a specific location in the data source.

The user may also be interested in the keywords, credibility assessments and comments about specific data items that have been provided by other users (shown in cyan nodes). As seen in the figure, many factors can influence the credibility assessments of the data items and data sources. And, having proper keywords to identify the data items and data sources to other users is critical to making the KB useful. Comments might be provided when users have either found something in error within the database that needs to be fixed, or if they believe additional qualifications are needed for particular data items or data sources.

**Figure 1. Illustration of the current KB information content and relationships.**

**IV. Data Item Description**

As noted above, the basic building block of the KB are data items and data sources. Each data item is intended to provide qualitative or quantitative model form uncertainty estimates for a response. The model form uncertainty estimate may be a function of one or more factors and each data item may be relevant only in a certain context.
The following table and figure are used to illustrate some of the assumptions and operations embedded in the development of the model-form uncertainty knowledge base. Table 1 provides numeric values for two comparable discrete data sets, shown in Figure 2 as solid black square symbols and open red circle symbols. The table and figure represent two possible forms of a typical data item. The factor value is plotted along the x-axis (abscissa), while the response value is plotted along the y-axis (ordinate) in the figure. The model-form uncertainty between the two data sets can be computed by differencing the response values at same factor value. For example, at a factor value of 5, the difference in the response values is $51.28 - 26.77 = 24.50$. However, this number may have specific dimensional units associated with it, whereas the uncertainty might be better represented in a non-dimensional form. Here, two different percentage uncertainty estimates are constructed as the ratio of the difference and either of its contributors, multiplied by 100. For example, the first uncertainty estimate is computed as $24.50 / 51.28 \times 100 = 47.79\%$; the second uncertainty estimate is computed as $24.50 / 26.77 \times 100 = 91.52\%$. For response values that may fall between Data Set 1 and Data Set 2, the two percentage estimates provide robust bounds on the data uncertainty, for this factor value, compared to either of these data sets.

The reader should note that no response value is provided at Factor Value = 4 for Data Set 2; furthermore, no response value is provided for either data set at intermediary values, such as Factor Value = 3.5. For this reason, a desirable option may be to fit smooth curves, via regression techniques $^{12}$, to the existing data provided in Table 1. In Figure 2, quadratic fits to both data sets, for Data Set 1, as a solid black curve, and for Data Set 2, as a dashed red curve. If equations for the response surface fits are available, an interpolation of each curve can be performed to enable computing uncertainty estimate at any factor value; this is illustrated with the blue dashed construction lines wherein a factor value of 4 is chosen and the response value for Data Set 1 has been interpolated to have a value of about 33.4.

### Table 1. Sample discrete data values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor Value</th>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Response Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Carrying this idea one step further, the reader can see that the response surface curve (least squares fits) of Fig 2 do not actually pass through all the data points; thus, there is some additional uncertainty that can be considered simply associated with quadratic fits to the raw data. This leads one to construct confidence bounds via an appropriate standard deviation and statistically determined k factor\textsuperscript{13}, as shown in the figure for Data Set 1 using black dash-dot-dot line. Again, construction lines and/or analytic interpolation can be used to extract relevant values from any of the curves in the figure, leading to a wide range of uncertainty estimates for a given factor value that can be extracted. These interpolation techniques will be leveraged for data items within the model-form uncertainty database. The same kinds of techniques can be applied to groups of data items, over a range of factor values to develop cost/benefit models for a particular response. Furthermore, cost/benefit models can be developed for multiple responses (i.e., aerodynamics and structures) that may be competing for resource investment within a design application, to enable cost-effective allocation of the resources (i.e., additional computational time), toward the reduction of system level uncertainties. Additional discussion of the development of cost/benefit rules of thumb for resource investment is provided in the companion document\textsuperscript{3}.

An extensive literature search was conducted to identify data sources and data items within each data source that quantify typical model form uncertainties present within aerospace design. The literature search has, so far, identified almost 900 documents that could be included in the model-form uncertainty knowledge base. However, most of these publications have yet to be incorporated into the knowledge base because the current manual process for entry of data is time consuming and error prone. In fact, with just one person working part time for about six months (between \( \frac{1}{4} \) to \( \frac{1}{2} \) of a work year total) to develop both the knowledge base structure and its content, less than 20 publications have been included so far in the current knowledge base; this does include more than 200 data items and more than 500 associations of data items to keywords. Every data item has at least one keyword association, some data items have several keyword associations. A significant need for automation employing the techniques known as “data mining\textsuperscript{14-15}” and “big data analytics\textsuperscript{16-20}” has been identified, yet many of the techniques needed for this project are still being developed or proven to be reliable\textsuperscript{21-22}. Still, the infrastructure and necessary operations for a model-form uncertainty knowledge base can be described and prototyped.

One class of model-form uncertainty documentation that was found and used in this KB arises from workshops in which common problems are solved under common guidelines by independent contributors, perhaps by using different methods. These workshops are intended to be a form of independent verification/validation, but they frequently illuminate differences (uncertainties) among the methods or contributor’s best practices. The workshop results are compared and may be used to construct bounds of the inherent uncertainties.
One such series of workshops are the five instances of the Drag Prediction Workshop (DPW) sponsored by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) (2001, 2003, 2006, 2009 and 2012)\textsuperscript{23-28}. From the onset, the DPW Organizing Committee defined a set of primary objectives for the DPW Series that make the workshops quite useful and exemplary for quantifying model-form uncertainties\textsuperscript{23}.

The series of workshops involved numerous researcher using various CFD codes and methods to make predictions for common geometries of: the total drag coefficient, the pressure drag coefficient, the skin friction drag coefficient, the angle of attack to achieve a specified lift coefficient at a given Mach number, the total pitching moment coefficient, drag rise curves over a series of Mach numbers, drag polar curves, grid convergence metrics and separation bubble metrics. Statistical summaries of the computational results have been generated\textsuperscript{24-28}. The DPW workshop result summaries are an excellent source of model uncertainty estimates over time, with learning and method improvements incorporated; these references are used in this abstract subsequently to illustrate some key database operations. Other similar workshops have also been identified and used to extract results for the model-form uncertainty knowledge base. For example, a workshop from 2011 examined the uncertainties associated with various ablation models for re-entry flow physics\textsuperscript{29}. Another workshop from 2011 examined the differences of various CFD code in the realm of high lift predictions\textsuperscript{30-31}. Yet another workshop of interest from 2013 documented the uncertainties among various aero-elastic codes and solutions\textsuperscript{32}.

Another class of comparisons that have been employed in the knowledge base arises when different test facilities or methods are applied to the same problem\textsuperscript{33-41}. Examples of such have been identified for the common research aerodynamic test model\textsuperscript{36} and for radiated fan noise\textsuperscript{37}. Still other data sources presented comparisons between test and calculations\textsuperscript{42}.

V. Illustration of Key Features of the Database

This section of the paper illustrates some of the key features of the KB through a series of screen shots. The user opens the KB by either double clicking on the desktop Microsoft Access icon, or by double clicking the correct (*.accdb) file name within a given directory structure. As shown in Figure 3, the KB is also currently set to open the form “UserSignIn2F”. This form displays the current KB user names from a predefined list. The user would select their own user name from the list provided, enter their password and click on the button labeled “Run Macro”. This should enable the KB to compare the password entered by the user in the format that previously stored with the user name, to enable a customized view of the available tables, queries, forms, reports and macros within the KB. This action requires retrieving the predefined user permission level value for the user from an existing table, which (unbelievably) has not yet been successfully accomplished with the available macro commands, despite numerous attempts to do so. If the user level value can be successfully retrieved, a customized view of the available tables, queries, forms, reports and macros within the KB has been demonstrated.

![Image](image.png)

Figure 3. Illustration of user sign in to the KB.
In general, macros can be easily defined that open a form. The form will typically build a list of possible user choices from one or more of the existing tables. The form accepts input from the user. The user input is then inserted into a query that has been paired with the form. The query selects records from another table matching the user-specified choices. For example, assuming the user is interested in searching for data items by keyword(s), the user might first want to know what keywords have already been defined. As shown in Figure 4, by double clicking on the macro, highlighted in pink on the left side of the screen, named “ShowKeywordsM”, the table “KeywordChoicesT” is opened and displayed. At present 21 keywords have been defined.

![Figure 4. Illustration of keyword display in the KB.](image) The user can search for data items associated with a given keyword by double clicking on the macro named “SelectKeywordM”. As shown in Figure 5, this macro, highlighted in pink on the left side of the figure, opens a form (SelectKeyword2F) that displays the current keywords from the table named “KeywordChoicesT”. The user can then select any one keyword from the list and click on the button labeled “RunMacro”. This action runs a query that creates a new temporary table that associates the keyword with the data items and selects only those data records that match the keyword selected by the user. The new table is exported to Microsoft Excel; as shown in Figure 6, the user is prompted to provide a name and directory for the new table.
Ideally, there would be no need to export the query results to Microsoft Excel, but this action is provided as a workaround to limitations that were encountered when attempting to do this operation strictly in Microsoft Access. First, if the query attempts to create a new permanent table within the KB, Microsoft Access prohibits this action from competing when computed values (the uncertainty bounds described in section above) are found in the query. In order to preserve the computed value fields, the query result has been exported to Microsoft Excel. Second, ideally, the user might like to select multiple keywords simultaneously. No means has been identified in the available Form Design Wizard or in the available macro commands to enable multiple simultaneous selections. Additional processing of the query results in Microsoft Excel would allow for down-selecting to a particular set data items associated with a single response and factor, and one or more keywords.

Finally, if the user double clicks on the on highlighted macro “ShowDataItems2M”, this executes a simple query that yields a subset of the fields (for illustration purposes only) from the table named “DataItemsT”. As shown in Figure 7, the user has opened a hyperlink to the file called “Images\DPW3-Chart9b.JPG”. The image file opens on the screen while the KB is in use. In this case, it has opened the query results table with Edit permissions, so the user could add new records to the table or edit existing data records. Uncertainty bounds for this data item have been provided by the data source author (dotted lines). In many cases, the KB user will need to determine suitable bounds for the data presented in a data item image.
VI. Concluding Remarks

The need for a model-form uncertainty knowledge base was discussed. The basic building blocks of the knowledge base, the data item and the data source, have been described. The basic structure and features of the model-form uncertainty database, including some important limitations in the current implementation, have been described. The literature search and the data items and data sources included in the current knowledge base were discussed. Several key operations of the database were also illustrated. Several important limitations in the current knowledge base implementation were identified and some workarounds were suggested. An example was also discussed which illustrates the importance of correctly categorizing and quantifying epistemic uncertainties.

The work described represents a starting point for an important effort. The need for automation in the data entry portion of the knowledge base (KB) operations was discussed. A community of interested and contributing users should be cultivated through training about the benefits of using such a KB. The ability to directly and automatically process collections of data items into cost/benefit rules of thumb needs to be developed. And, the ability to directly and automatically insert knowledge from the KB into design efforts needs to be developed and demonstrated.

Appendix A: Epistemic Uncertainty Example

To illustrate the importance of correctly categorizing epistemic uncertainties, consider the example problem $A^2 + B = C$, over the range $A \in [1, 3]$ and $B \in [1, 3]$. The behavior is illustrated in Figure A1 with 100 randomly chosen pairs of $(A, B)$ values, shown as red or pink circles in the figure, overlaid on the response surface color-coded by value from blue (low) to red (high). In this domain, $C = [1, 27]$. If attention is restricted to the center of the domain, it is correct to say that if $A = 2$ and $B = 2$, then $C = 8$. However, if there is some uncertainty in the values of $A$ and $B$, it correct to that if $A \sim 2$ and $B \sim 2$, then $C \sim 8$. The uncertainty in $A$ and $B$ might be aleatory, in which a normal distribution might be used to describe the parameters, such as, $A = \text{Norm}(2.0, 0.2)$, in which the
mean value is 2.0 and the standard deviation is 0.2, and $B = \text{Norm}(2.0, 0.2)$. Using a 10,000 sample Monte Carlo approach to propagate the uncertainty in $A$ and $B$ through to the response $C$, 99% of the values for response $C$ are found in the interval $[4.22, 13.51]$. If however, the uncertainty in $A$ and $B$ is epistemic and described as a uniform distribution given by $A = B = [1.48, 2.52]$ (the 0.005 and 0.995 points on the normal cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the normal distributions for $A$ and $B$ noted above), then 99% of the values for response $C$ are found in the interval $[3.53, 15.08]$. This represents more than a 24% increase in the response uncertainty interval for the epistemic treatment compared to the aleatory treatment.

Figure A1. Illustration of sample problem.

The CDF and empirical distribution function (EDF, a discrete approximation to the CDF based upon the data available) for the response uncertainties shown in Figure A2 for both the epistemic and aleatory treatments of the input variables $A$ and $B$. Comparing the blue curves (solid for CDF and dash dot dot for EDF) to the red curves, one can see that treating the uncertainties in $A$ and $B$ as normally distributed variations results in a more normally distributed response, with a smaller dispersion, compared to those for interval uncertainties. The degree of normality of the response is indicated by the difference between same color curves, and the amount of dispersion is indicated by the difference between different color curves of the same type (solid or dash dot dot). Clearly, it is important to categorize and model epistemic uncertainties differently than aleatory uncertainties.

Figure A2. Illustration of the sample problem CDF and EDF.
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